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Content and Language Integrated Learning

refers to any dual-focused educational context
in which an additional language, thus not
usually the first language of the learners

involved, is used as a medium/a tool in the

teaching and learning of non-language
content. Derived from the notion of ‘Language
Across the Curriculum’



English language = medium







It takes 5-7 years for students in a quality bilingual program 
to become academically proficient in English. 

Research



Language acquisition is not a linear process; it is cyclical and

recursive. 

Research



Learners acquire best when they create, discover and 
construct their own meanings. 

Research



Language is a mean not an end, and when learners are 
interested in a topic, they will be motivated to acquire 
language to communicate. 

Research



Semantic fluency precedes grammatical accuracy and errors 
are a natural part of language learning. 

Research



Learners develop fluency in English by using English to 
communicate for a variety of purposes. 

Research
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Language showers or downpours?
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Advantages Disadvantages



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMpbExcSb-w
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Advantages

Cooperation

Creativity 

Motivation

Language in use

Hands on activities

Use of ITC

Thinking skills

Immersion = Flow

Disadvantages

Distribution of work

Lack of linguistic competence

Lack of confidence in English

Lack of interest in English

Time-consuming preparation

Lack of knowledge in other 
subjects

Evaluation –What? How?
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Have you ever been to …

When did you go there? 



Have you ever been to …





Count your points in English and write the result:
…/50 

Calculate the percentage:

Write your mark: 



Ready-made Worksheets and Activities









https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXsafgfV-xE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXsafgfV-xE


What can you see in the painting? Do you like it? How much would you pay Taipei 
for it? Make an auction in the classroom. 



Auction... 1... 2... 3...
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Are you feeling stiff?



Your homework for tonight


